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Cannabis bank hits ‘dead end’
STATE REPORT » Analysts
find too many hurdles, say
money solution up to feds
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The cannabis industry’s hope for
California to establish a bank for the
sector was dashed Thursday with
the release of a highly anticipated
report that said such a move would
place state funds and workers at risk
with no guarantee of success.
The conclusions of the 151-page

report delivered to a cannabis banking working group led by state Treasurer John Chiang derail attempts to
establish a public bank for marijuana companies when state lawmakers
reconvene in Sacramento in January.
Supporters hoped a favorable
report would provide momentum
for the Legislature to clear the
way for such a bank to help bring
the multibillion-dollar cannabis
industry — still mostly a cashonly business almost one year
after marijuana was legalized for
recreational use in California — into

the financial mainstream. The lack
of traditional commercial banking
access for cannabis enterprises has
hindered growth, placed employees
at risk of robbery and denied the
state and local municipalities
additional tax revenue.
“We went in to try to find a way
to make it work,” said William Roetzheim, the founder of Level 4
Ventures, a business analytics firm
based in San Diego that studied the
feasibility of cannabis banking, then
wrote the report and presented it to
the state working group on Thursday. “Every single channel through

the set of possibilities that we followed ended up reaching a dead
end.”
Instead, Roetzheim and his team
wrote that the thorny banking issue
has to be ultimately settled at the
federal level, given that marijuana is
still classified as an illegal drug under federal law — in the same class
as heroin and LSD. Therefore, most
banks will not open accounts for
cannabis-related enterprises. They
fear losing their banking charters,
something that would put them out
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FOUNTAINGROVE » In Santa Rosa neighborhood rebuilding after
2017 Tubbs fire, first responders get temporary new home of their own
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US SHUTDOWN

House
GOP
gives up
on crisis
Republicans refuse vote,
leaving budget mess
to Pelosi and Democrats
By NICHOLAS FANDOS
AND CATIE EDMONDSON
NEW YORK TIMES
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Santa Rosa Fire Station 5 has reopened in its new temporary home on Parker Hill Road in Santa Rosa. The station on Newgate Court at Fountaingrove Parkway burned to the ground in the Tubbs fire last year.
By WILL SCHMITT
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

anta Rosa’s Fountaingrove
neighborhood passed
another milepost in its
slow, uneven recovery from the
Tubbs fire, opening this month
a makeshift firehouse to replace
the 3-year-old, $4 million station
that was destroyed in the flames
last October.
The temporary Station 5
opened last week at 3480 Parker
Hill Road, the site of an old city
firehouse that was also burned
down in the fire.
The new station is equipped
with little more than a tented
garage that fits one engine, storage sheds for equipment and
a modular office and sleeping

quarters for an engine team of
three firefighters.
“It’s the bare necessities that
we would need,” said Assistant
Fire Marshal Paul Lowenthal.
Its opening marks another
step forward for the fireravaged area, which lost nearly
1,600 homes in the Tubbs fire.
Only six homes have been rebuilt in the neighborhood, less
than 10 percent of the homes
reconstructed across the city.
At the opening ceremony
Dec. 21, Fire Chief Tony Gossner grabbed a bolt cutter and
snipped a ribbon that hung in
front of a fire engine as a dispatcher welcomed the station
back into the firefighting fold.
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Santa Rosa Fire Battalion Chief Mark Basque, right, firefighter Tony
Niel, Captain Don Ricci, and engineer Ian Hodges talk in the kitchen
area of the reopened Fire Station 5.

WASHINGTON — Republican
leaders gave up hope Thursday
of reopening the government
before the new year, leaving the
border wall impasse to House
Democrats as they assume the
majority next week — and presenting Rep. Nancy Pelosi with
her first major challenge as
speaker.
House Democrats, who assume control Wednesday, are
weighing three approaches to
getting funds flowing, none
of which would include additional money for President
Donald Trump’s proposed wall
along the southwestern border.
Whichever path they choose,
party leaders said they would
vote promptly on Thursday,
hoping to project the image of
Democrats as a steadying hand
in Washington even as Republicans try to blame the shutdown
and lax border control on Pelosi
and her party.
“We will vote swiftly to reopen government and show that
Democrats will govern responsibly in stark contrast to this chaotic White House,” Pelosi said in
a statement.
Pelosi is determined to prevent the shutdown brinkmanship from interfering with the
Democrats’ assumption of power and her ceremony-soaked return to the speakership. But it
appeared almost certain that the
careful rollout of Democrats’
legislative agenda — including
a sweeping anti-corruption and
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Left, right dislike Trump troop pullouts
ANALYSIS » US exit in haste
from Syria, Afghanistan seen
as destabilizing, nonstrategic
By MARK LANDLER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President Donald
Trump managed to do something remarkable with his abrupt order last week
to withdraw all U.S. troops from Syria
and half from Afghanistan: unite the left
and right against a plan to extract the
United States from two long, costly and
increasingly futile conflicts.
So chaotic was Trump’s decision-mak-

ing process, so transparent his appeal
to his political base, and so lacking in a
cogent explanation to allies or the public
that the president’s move short-circuited
a much-needed national debate about the
future of the United States’ wars.
The case for pulling out, military analysts and diplomats said, is stronger in
Afghanistan than in Syria, where the
United States is abandoning its Kurdish
allies, leaving a vacuum that could allow
the Islamic State to regroup, and ceding
a strategically vital country to Iran and
Russia.
Yet even in Afghanistan, where U.S.
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President Donald Trump speaks to U.S. troops at a
rally Wednesday at Al Asad Air Base, Iraq.
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